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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE: Thank you for completing the Flushing Camera Club survey.
This shows what has worked and what hasn’t, what members want and what they don’t.
It will help guide us on the way forward for the new season. Here is a quick summary of
the survey results:
A third feel that the meetings should last 1-1/2 hours, while half feel that the meetings
should last 2 hours .
If meetings were held in person AND via Zoom, half of us would likely attend some
meetings via Zoom and some in person. While the other half is evenly divided into those
that would attend only in-person or only via Zoom .
Almost two thirds of us prefer all competitions, versus almost a third of us who prefer a
50/50 mix of competitions and critiques .
Slightly more than half of us would prefer a single theme restricted competition for the
season, while slightly less than half of us would prefer two theme restricted competitions
per season .
Only one third of us would be in favor of replacing theme restricted competition with
themed challenges on Facebook, while two thirds of us would not be in favor of that.
Only half of us use the club’s Facebook page .
Nine out of ten of us would be interested in joining club day trips, and more than half of
us would be interested in overnight trips .
We also had some great suggestions for future presentations, field trips and general
comments. We will be using those suggestions to better your enjoyment in the club.
Joe Macaluso

5th—Competition (subject “leaves”) judge Anastasia Tomphins
16th –PFLI Sunday program- Dan Waterman "Design
Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter AND
DURING COVID SHUTDOWN
Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

and How it Relates to Photography" check your email.
19th– Program-B & H Video -Planning & Shooting The
Moon & Milky Way

2nd—Best of the Best Competiton
11th— PFLI Leonard Victor Competition
16th– Awards presentation (location to be determined)
30th-no meeting
As it stands now there will be no summer meetings. Check your emails for get
togethers and field trips. Next issue of the newsletter will be September.

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2020-21 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this newsletter is strictly prohibited.
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From the Editor’s Desk: Welcome home “snow birds”. Well it seems another season is
drawing to a close. It has been a most interesting and challenging time but it seems we
did OK. Congratulations to our new board which will take over in September 2021. They
are: President Joe Macaluso; VP Bill McLernon; Treasurer Joe Crupi; and secretary Rick
Mark. They will be working with information from the club survey to continue providing
our members with events and programs as gleaned from you survey responses.
Now what is inside this issue of “In Focus”. Below are 2 items from PFLI. A Sunday
presentation by Alan Agderm and a zoom party honoring the great Dick Hunt. Page 3 has
a report on our “Light Painting “ presentation and a message from NECCC. Page 4 has
the PFLI scores—congratulation those receiving 26’s, and another Tim Grey article. Pages
5 through 7 contain the images of members that were asked for in response to a survey
request. I wish more of you would have responded. And as we usually end the last page
is another great tip from our Russ Burden. Next month, June, will be the last issue for
this season and you will not see us again till September. If you have any stories,
comments or things you wish to submit to next month’s newsletter please email them to
me promptly. See you next month.
“photoJoe” Crupi
On Sunday April 26th PFLI hosted a “Spring Zoom Party”
honoring Dick Hunt. Opening remarks were made by
Dorothy Gist who talked about Dick’s 31 years of
uninterrupted service to PFLI and photography clubs.
Wantaugh camera club members and others spoke giving
accolades to Dick for his many years of service,
commitment, and outstanding portfolio of work, Dick’s work
with the “Youth Showcase”, the computer scoring program
he designed which is used by most clubs and his terrific
book on photography.
The 50 viewers raised a glass for a virtual toast made to Dick and it was revealed that there would be
special award after the Leonard Victor awards are made. This new award named for Dick Hunt will be for
one PFLI Grand Prize “Image of the year”. What a fantastic way to show Dick Hunt how much he is
appreciated. It was a super party for a most deserving man. Congratulations Dick.
Members can click on this link: https://www.kudoboard.com/boards/Nr3TnNqk to add personal
sentiments to Dick on a website (called kudoboard) and to view what others have written.
PFLI SUNDAY PROGRAM As we have seen in competition it is post
processing that sometimes seems more important than actually taking
a photo. On April 18 PFLI hosted Alan Agdern explaining Luminosity
Masks in both Photoshop and Light Room. Actually demonstrating
each process on the computer using his photos Alan showed exactly
how to perform all the functions needed. Alan was patient in taking
and answering questions from the audience of more than 50
attendees. It is disappointing that so few FCC members attended this
wonderful training session. Granted it was a little much for the novice
but still quite informative. These programs are costly and are
presented free to our members. A great way to improve your post
processing is by zooming in.
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Our April 21st Zoom presentation was by noted VT photographer Loren
Gisher. His topic was Light Painting. Loren took us through his techniques
used in table top subjects as well as in the great outdoors. Loren explained
the particulars of the equipment (flashlights)
he uses as well as some home made
attachments that create the exact lighting he
wants for a particular situation or subject. He
ended with a Q&A session and one could tell
our members are now ready and willing to
give Light Painting a try.
Members who missed it check your email for a link to a recording of the zoom presentation.

The above presentation on light painting reminded me of an FCC field trip run by
Helen Repstad in 2017. We traveled to Pa and the old Eastern State penitentiary
there and then on to Longwood gardens. One night at the Pa motel I decided to
try some light painting. A few of us walked to the barn across the road after dark.
There we had fun experimenting with light painting using just a small but bright
flashlight I had brought along. It was interesting trying to get our shots in between
the lights projected by passing cars. Everyone made some special images.
Fortunately I was able to capture the image on the left. We all gained from the
experience and hope to try it again especially after Loren Fisher’s presentation.
On a side not I also got some PJ images of the police raiding a motel room on the
second floor early before breakfast time. You never know what you will encounter
on a field trip especially if you are up and
about early and late.
Joe Crupi

The photo at the left was take of the
group of our FCC members on that trip
to Longwood Gardens in PA . It is a
reminder of the fun and learning
experience our club members have on
these trips. The board is planning
some events in the near future. Try to
join your fellow members and you will
not be disappointed.

NECCC Photography Conference
The NECCC 2021 on line Event is now open for registration!
Please see the attachment highlighting the very special NECCC 2021 Event.
This one-day online photography event featuring speakers Richard Bernabe, Andre Gallant, ANEC and Freeman
Patterson will take place on Saturday, July 17, 2021, for the very low cost of $30 per person through July 2, 2021. Cost
after July 2, 2021 includes a $10 late fee and goes up to $40. Along with our speakers, Hunt’s Photo & Video will be
joining us; there will be an event projected image competition being judged by Canon Explorer of Light, Darrell Gulin of WA
and $1000 in door prizes supplied by Hunts and NECCC. All are welcome to attend. You do not need to be a member of a
camera club, photography group, etc., to register. Please pass this information on.
Registration and payment is being handled by UMASS Conference services and can be done online only.
The direct link to the UMASS registration page is: https://umass.irisregistration.com/Site/NECCCVirtual
Visit the NECCC website: https://necccphotoconference.org/neccc-2021-online-event/ for full information on the Event.
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Judges - Valerie Interligi Richard Witkover Bonnie Forma Franco CRE eliot friedman

TRUNKS

20

DPA Joe Crupi

Low Tide

21

CRE Anne Hickey

Ying Yang

21

DPA Sherre Lin

cows farm

21

CRE Edward Xu

Fullmoon

21

DPA Tony Coppeta

Orchid2

22

CRE Bill McLernon

International Peepers

23

DPA Bernard Huang

branches in mono lake 23

CRE Tony Sicilliano

Happy Holloween

23

DPA Tony Coppeta

Sparrow in the Sun

26

DBW Bill McLernon

Forest Barn

18

DPB Edward Xu

flower

20

DBW Joe Crupi

Night Shadows

20

DPB Anne Hickey

Gerbera Daisy

22

DBW Edward Xu

BWJapaneseApricot

21

DPB Bill McLernon

Cardinal Looker

24

DBW Eliot Friedman

TRANQUILITY

21

DPB Eliot Friedman

On the Prowl

24

DBW Anne Hickey

Grand Central

23

DPB Bernie Gellman

Neck and neck

26

DBWII Louise Destefano

BW Peony

19

DPBII Joe Macaluso

Brake

23

DBWII Joe Macaluso

gray bunny

20

DPBII Louise Destefano

Sunflower

23

DBWII Tony Sicilliano

Making The Deal

21

DPBII Tony Sicilliano

Fantastic Foxgloves

23

DPBII gary hu

RoseateSpoonbill

23

WOW

TWO MEMBERS RECEIVED 26’s

MAGNIFICANT ! CONGRATULATIONS

Why use HDR [high dynamic range] when you can adjust shadows
and highlights in Lightroom or Camera Raw?
High dynamic range (HDR) techniques enable you to retain full tonal detail in a
photo, even when the contrast in the scene is too great to be contained within
a single capture. If highlight and/or shadow detail is completely lost in a single
photo, the Highlights and Shadows adjustments will not be able to recover that
information.
Many software tools for optimizing digital photos include controls that enable you to focus
adjustments on just the brightest or darkest areas of a photo, including darkening bright areas and
brightening dark areas. However, these adjustments will not provide a solution if all information was
lost in the brightest or darkest areas of a photo
In other words, HDR photography is not first and foremost about how you adjust the final image, but
rather how you retain detail in the image is retained in the first place.
If a scene you are photographing exhibits significant dynamic range, such as having the sun in the
frame but also having foreground subjects backlit, a single photo will not be able to contain the full
range of tonal values. If you expose for the sun, the dark shadows will be completely blocked up. If
you expose for the shadows the sun will be completely blown out.
In this type of situation, you can bracket the exposure and then blend those bracketed exposures into
an HDR result. That HDR image can then be adjusted to determine how you interpret the final result,
such as by adding a little contrast so the image doesn't exhibit a strong "HDR look".
Many HDR software applications are also capable of applying similar adjustments to single captures
rather than only HDR images created from bracketed exposures. But the key is that if the scene
exhibits greater contrast than can be contained within a single photo, you'll need to use HDR
techniques to retain full tonal range in the final image.
Sent by tim@timgrey.com
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This month, in response to the club survey, members were asked to
post a couple of photos of themselves. Portraits and/or self portraits.
Here are their contributions…..

Conrad Tinney

Bill McLernon

Rick Mark

Tony Coppeta
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Bernard Huang

Sheree Lin

Joe
Macaluso

Roy Woelfel

Helen
Repstad
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Joe
Crupi

Tony Siciliano

Suzanne

Abruzzo

Tom Mrwik
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Expose To Accentuate Highlights
Years ago, my summer months were spent making
hundreds of high school senior portraits and family
portraits. Before each session, I would converse
with my clients about what to and what NOT to
wear. The one tone I told them to stay away from is
white. There are a number of reasons for this. The
biggest is that a viewer’s eye is always attracted to
either the brightest or most vibrantly colored areas
of the photo. If the client wears white, viewers will
first notice the bright article of clothing rather than
the face. In that my goal was to create a portrait
and not a clothing catalog, I wanted the viewer to
look at the face of the person, not their shirt or pants. Another reason is that living in Colorado where
there’s always bright sun, it’s difficult to maintain detail in white and in bright sun, I don’t want to lose
texture. Fast forward to my nature career and there are many whites that create exposure issues birds’ feathers, snow fields, highlights on water, and so much more. If detail is blown out in white areas,
it can’t be recovered. This makes getting the proper exposure critical. When white is prominent in the
image, bias the exposure for this tone. Check both the blinking highlights and the histogram. Adjust
your exposure compensation based on how much white is influencing the exposure and also how much
sun falls upon the white areas. The more intense the white, the more you’ll need to compensate and
check the accuracy of your settings. It is true that a RAW file allows some blown out highlights to be
recovered, but if it’s grossly overexposed, there is no detail in the file to recover. The result are areas of
our white that are void of any texture whatsoever.
When properly exposed, images where the main
subject contains a lot of white can be very
dramatic as the subject becomes more
pronounced due to its light value. As stated
above, in that the viewer is always attracted to the
brightest part of the image, there will be no doubt
as to what the photographer intended the viewer
to gaze upon. If the white subject can be offset
against a dark background, it increases the
contrast and emphasizes the subject that much
more. Look for ways to work with the contrast or
use color to your advantage.
The fewer colors the better as there will be less secondary information to confuse the viewer of the
image.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris.
Please visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information

Stay focused!

